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Abstract
We study the problem of instanton generated superpotentials in Calabi–Yau orientifold compactifi-
cations directly in type IIB string theory. To this end, we derive the Dirac equation on a Euclidean
D3 brane in the presence of background fluxes. We propose an index which governs whether the
generation of a superpotential in the effective 4d theory by D3 brane instantons is possible. Apply-
ing the formalism to various classes of examples, including the K3× T 2
Z2
orientifold, in the absence
and presence of fluxes, we show that our results are consistent with conclusions attainable via
duality from an M-theory analysis.
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1 Introduction
Stabilization of moduli is an important step on the path towards connecting M/string theory
to effective particle physics and cosmology in 4d. Many interesting models with stabilization
of all moduli have been discovered over the last few years. We refer the reader to the most
recent paper on this topic [1], which contains a review of the current situation regarding
stabilization of moduli in different versions of string theory and a detailed list of important
references.
To obtain a realistic model, this stabilization should lead to 4d de Sitter space with a tiny
positive cosmological constant to describe the current acceleration of the universe. Deriving
such effective phenomenological models from M/string theory presents a great challenge.
The technical tools for such an enterprise are rather limited: in IIA string theory all moduli
may be stabilized in anti de Sitter space using fluxes. The remaining issue is to uplift the
cosmological constant to a positive value; for recent developments on this issue see [2]. The
same problem of uplifting is still to be solved for heterotic string theory.
On the other hand, in type IIB theory the problem of uplifting has a reasonable solution.
However, stabilization of all moduli in this theory cannot be achieved at the tree supergrav-
ity level, since fluxes stabilize only complex structure moduli and not Ka¨hler moduli. Thus
non-perturbative effects like gaugino condensation or instanton corrections due to Euclidean
D3 branes wrapped on some 4-cycles of the compactified space should be taken into ac-
count. In [3] Witten studied instanton generated superpotentials in M-theory and F-theory
compactifications on CY 4-folds. He derived a necessary constraint on the divisor the M5
instanton is wrapping in order for the generation of a superpotential to be possible. The
conclusion was that it must have holomorphic characteristic χ = 1. Various aspects of this
constraint and its possible modification due to fluxes have been studied in [4, 5, 6, 7]. The
papers [6, 7] use the Dirac operator on the M5 brane in the presence of fluxes [8]; counting
the number of fermionic zero modes in the presence of fluxes and determining the corre-
sponding flux-dependent index of the Dirac operator leads to a modification of the χ = 1
condition, giving rise to new possibilities for the stabilization of moduli.
In the interesting cosmological models [9] based on compactification on the K3 × T 2
Z2
orientifold with N=2 supersymmetry [10, 11], the moduli of the compactification are dis-
tributed in vector and hypermultiplets. Moduli in vector multiplets, for example the volume
of K3, may be stabilized via gaugino condensation, since these moduli are the effective gauge
coupling constants for some vector fields. For the moduli in hypermultiplets, no such terms
are available, and one may hope for instanton generated superpotentials due to Euclidean
D3 branes to achieve the desired stabilization. For example, the volume of the T
2
Z2
space
is a modulus in a hypermultiplet [11] and cannot be stabilized by fluxes and/or gaugino
condensation. Can it be stabilized by instanton corrections?
¿From the results in M-theory [6, 7] one may deduce via the connection to F-theory that
in type IIB string theory compactified on K3 × T 2
Z2
, an instanton generated superpotential
is possible. In the presence of flux that is of type (2, 1) and primitive, the Euclidean D3
branes wrapped on K3 as well as those on P1 × T 2
Z2
(where P1 is a projective plane within
K3) can give rise to superpotentials. Thus, the stabilization of all Ka¨hler moduli which were
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left unfixed by fluxes becomes possible.
The purpose of this paper is to initiate a systematic study of instanton corrections to
the superpotential directly in type IIB string theory. This will allow us to draw conclusions
on D3 brane instanton generated superpotentials without having to rely on M-theory/IIB
duality. For earlier results on instanton corrections in type IIB flux backgrounds see [12],
and also [13], where the problem is considered from the point of view of bosonic zero modes.
Our analysis deviates from complete generality in two points which we would like to point
out here:
• The choice of bulk and worldvolume fluxes: We constrain our analysis in this paper
to the case that the 2-form F = dA + B2 is absent on the Euclidean D3 brane, and
we choose the background flux to be a primitive (2,1)-form. Both restrictions can
be removed in a straightforward way and more general setting of the problem can be
given, however this will lead to more complicated equations. This we postpone to
future studies.
• Constant axion-dilaton: A generic IIB background including D7 branes will involve an
axion-dilaton field which varies over the internal manifold. In section 5, we consider
the simple situation for which this field is constant.
We should also note that in the study of some particular orientifold examples we encounter
the following feature: the orientifold condition must be compatible with the choice of a
gauge that fixes the κ-symmetry. Our choice, which is covariant under duality, is compatible
with both the K3 × T 2
Z2
and T
6
Z2
compactifications, which we discuss in section 6. In each
new example one should check that the relevant gauge-fixing condition is compatible with
orientifolding.
The paper is organized as follows. We begin in section 2 by proposing an index for the
Dirac operator on the D3 brane in the background of fluxes which, when different from 1, is
to rule out instanton generated superpotentials. In section 3, we comment on the connection
between supersymmetries preserved by the background and fermionic zero modes on the D3
brane. In section 4, we derive the form of the Dirac operator on the D3 brane. In section 5,
we turn to solving the Dirac equation. The index proposed in section 2 passes its first test
here; it predicts that before orientifolding and turning on fluxes, instantons do not generate
a superpotential. In section 6 we consider the following orientifolds: K3× T 2
Z2
, more generally
a Fano manifold, and T
6
Z2
. We consider brane instantons wrapping several types of divisors in
each of the cases, compute the corresponding index and find examples when a superpotential
can be generated. In the discussion section, we explain the significance of adding space-filling
D3 branes to our setup and raise the issue of their mobility.
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2 An index for the Dirac operator on the D3 brane
We wish to apply, following Witten [3], the analysis of the zero modes of the Dirac operator on
a Euclidean D3 brane to the question of when such instantons can generate superpotentials
in the effective 4d theory. Recall that in M–theory Witten identifies the charge of the
M5 worldvolume fermions under U(1) transformations in the normal bundle direction with
the R-symmetry of the effective 3d theory. By studying the zero modes of these fermions,
he determines the transformation of the path integral measure under this normal bundle
gauge group. Knowing that the full theory must be anomaly free (as was established in a
series of subsequent papers [14, 15, 16]) allows him to deduce the effective transformation
property of the instanton action under this normal bundle U(1), from which he can conclude
whether the exponentiated instanton action can play the role of a superpotential. We wish
to perform the same analysis in the type IIB setup. Note that the anomaly structure of the
D3 brane is much simpler than that of the M5 brane, as the worldvolume theory cannot have
a gravitational anomaly. Witten’s analysis however relies on the normal bundle anomaly.
As the worldvolume fermions transform in a complex representation of the SO(2) normal
bundle gauge group, this symmetry is also potentially anomalous for the type IIB D3 brane.
We hence introduce the following index for the Dirac operator on the D3 brane,
χ
D3
=
1
2
(N+ −N−) , (2.1)
where N± is the number of fermionic zero modes with the U(1) charge ±12 in the normal
direction.
In the presence of fluxes, the definition of the index must be modified, since the flux
dependence of the Dirac operator can give rise to zero modes of mixed chirality. Taking into
account that the flux must transform under normal bundle rotations allows us to assign a
definite transformation property to these solutions as well (which was christened F-chirality
in [6]).
Following the reasoning in [3], see also [6], we require χ
D3
= 1 for the generation of a
superpotential by instantons to be possible.
3 Broken supersymmetry and fermionic zero modes
Here we will present a comment on our findings in [8] and [6] in a form which generalizes to
the D3 brane. In gauge theories, it is well known that supersymmetries of the background
which are broken by gauge instantons manifest themselves as zero modes of the charged
fermions (one acts on a purely bosonic instanton solution with the supercharges; those
supercharges that are conserved annihilate the solution, the broken supercharges generate
fermionic solutions of the equations of motion, i.e. in particular of the Dirac equation). A
similar result holds for brane instantons and zero modes of worldvolume fermions, as we will
now argue for M5 branes. The equations presented in the next section will then demonstrate
that the same arguments go through for D3 branes and are actually generic for all branes.
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The supersymmetries preserved by the background are solutions to the equation
δψMǫ = 0 , (3.1)
where δψM ǫ is the supersymmetry transformation of the gravitino, i.e. δǫ ψM = δψM ǫ andM
is the 11d space–time index. The supersymmetries preserved by the M5 brane are solutions
to (3.1) which satisfy a further constraint [17, 18]. In conventions1 in which the κ-symmetry
of the brane is given by δθ = (1− ΓM5)κ, this constraint takes the form
(1 + ΓM5)ǫ = 0 . (3.2)
Supersymmetries satisfying this constraint are preserved, because the transformation δθ = ǫ
can be undone by a κ-symmetry transformation in this case. The number of supersymmetries
broken by the brane are hence
#{solutions to (3.1)} −#{solutions to (3.2)} . (3.3)
The observation that allows us to relate this number to the number of zero modes of the
worldvolume fermion is that the linear part of the fermionic equation on the M5 brane in
the presence of background fluxes (but setting the field strength of the 2-form on the brane
to zero) is given by
(1− ΓM5) Γαδψα θ = 0 . (3.4)
Here, α stands for M5 brane worldvolume indices, bulk quantities are pulled back onto the
brane via δψα = δψM∂αx
M and Γα = ΓMe
M
M∂αx
M , the index M is the curved eleven–
dimensional space–time index and M is the ‘flat’ tangent space index. We see that the
pullback of each solution to (3.1) is a solution to the Dirac equation (3.4). Due to κ-
symmetry, not all of these solutions correspond to dynamical fermions. The most natural
gauge-fixing condition for this symmetry, which we shall call the duality covariant choice,2
is
1
2
(1− ΓM5) θ = θ− = 0 , θg.f. = θ+ ≡ 1
2
(1 + ΓM5) θ . (3.5)
Solutions to (3.4) which are not dynamical are those which are pure gauge, i.e. those that
are annihilated by the κ-symmetry projector,
(1 + ΓM5)θ = 0 , (3.6)
and which thus can be removed by the gauge fixing condition, like θ− in (3.5). The number
of dynamical zero modes of the Dirac equation is hence
#{solutions to (3.4)} −#{solutions to (3.6)} . (3.7)
1[17, 18] use the opposite sign conventions.
2“Duality covariant” means that, as one can check, upon the double dimensional reduction the M5 brane
κ–symmetry projector (and hence the gauge fixing condition) reduces to that for the D4 brane, which upon
a chain of T–dualities can be transformed into the κ–symmetry projectors of other Dp branes [19].
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Comparing (3.7) with (3.3), the claim that the number of zero modes of the worldvolume
fermion is at least the number of supersymmetries of the background broken by the brane
follows. But in addition to these zero modes, the Dirac equation γαδψα ǫ = 0 may have
more solutions than those of δψM ǫ = 0. This is also familiar from gauge instantons: not all
fermionic zero modes need to be related to supersymmetry.
The type of gauge (3.5) was introduced in [20, 18] where the structure of the Killing spinor
of the supergravity background BPS configuration was used for fixing κ-symmetry. This
gauge was used in [8, 6], where the above conditions were solved in terms of an irreducible
Spin(1, 5) × Spin(5) spinor of the M5 brane worldvolume, yielding the Dirac equation in
gauge fixed form. In the general case of κ-symmetric superstrings, M2, M5 and Dp branes
a similar gauge has been studied from the geometric perspective of superembedding [21,
22, 23, 24] ensuring that it is compatible with any supergravity background and with the
corresponding gauge fixing of worldvolume diffeomorphisms.
4 Dirac equation on D3 brane with background fluxes
We now focus our attention on the D3 brane. In what follows we shall put to zero the Dirac–
Born–Infeld two–form flux F = dA + B2 on the D3 brane worldvolume. This is admissible
for those compactified solutions of type IIB supergravity for which the pullback of the NS-NS
form B2 on the D3–brane worldvolume is pure gauge, i.e. B2 = −dA|D3.
Our starting point is the quadratic Lagrangian for D3 brane fermions (without the DBI
field contribution) derived in [19, 25] from an M2 brane Lagrangian by applying a chain of
dualities3
LD3f =
1
2
e−φ
√
−det g θ¯(1− ΓD3)
[
Γαδψα − δλ
]
θ . (4.1)
The equations for unbroken supersymmetry of the background are
δψm θ = 0 , δλ θ = 0 , (4.2)
(where m stands for a curved 10d index), and the gauge fixing condition for the action of
κ–symmetry δκθ = (1− ΓD3) κ reads
(1− ΓD3) θ = 0 , (4.3)
where ΓD3 = σ2γ5, with σ2 acting on a doublet of the Majorana–Weyl spinors θ = (θ
1, θ2) and
γ5 a product of four ten–dimensional gamma matrices pulled back on the brane. Comparing
to the previous section, we see that the arguments concerning the number of supersymmetries
and fermionic zero modes presented there for the M5 brane apply equally well here.
The detailed form of the action (4.1) has in addition to the ‘free’ Dirac operator some
torsion–type terms due to 3-fluxes, which we denote by T3 and some terms due to 1–form
3A more economic way to get the Dirac Lagrangian for Dp branes (used for the M2 and M5 brane in [8])
would be to consider the linearized limit of the generic Dp brane fermionic equation first obtained in [22].
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and 5–form fluxes, which we denote by T(1,5). The action before gauge-fixing reads
LD3f =
1
2
e−φ
√
−det g θ(1− σ2γ5)[Γα∇α + T3 + T(1,5)]θ (4.4)
Here
T3 =
1
8
HαnpΓ
αnpσ3 − 1
24
HmnpΓ
mnpσ3 +
1
8
eφF ′αnpΓ
αnpσ1 − 1
24
eφF ′mnpΓ
mnpσ1 (4.5)
and
T(1,5) = −1
2
Γm∂m φ+
1
4
eφ FαΓ
α(iσ2) +
1
8 · 4!e
φ FαnpqrΓ
αnpqr(iσ2) , (4.6)
where α stands for the worldvolume directions of the D3 brane and the fluxes H3, F
′
3, F5 and
Fm are defined in the appendix. We basically use the notation and conventions of [25].
We next impose the gauge fixing condition (4.3), which is analogous to eq. (3.5). It can
also be given in the form
θ2 = iγ5θ1 , (4.7)
which implies that
θ =
(
θ1
iγ5θ1
)
, θ =
(
θ1 , iθ1γ5
)
, (4.8)
or
1
2
(1 + σ2γ5)θ = θ ,
1
2
(1− σ2γ5)θ = 0 . (4.9)
We now push the projection operator 1
2
(
1−σ2γ5
)
in the Lagrangian through the gamma and
Pauli matrices and let it act on θ which gives either θ back or zero depending on which of
the two equations in (4.9) apply, which in turn is determined by whether the operator was
commuted past flux with an even or odd number of legs in the D3-brane direction. We thus
find the following expression for the Lagrangian
LD3f =
√
−det g θ1
{
2e−φΓα∇α + 1
4
G˜αβiΓ
αβi − 1
12
G˜ijkΓ
ijk +
i
2 · 4! γ5 Fαijkl Γ
αijkl +
i
2
∇ατ˜ Γα
}
θ1
(4.10)
=
√
−det g θ1
{
2e−φΓα∇α + 1
4
G˜αβiΓ
αβi − 1
12
G˜ijkΓ
ijk +
i
2 · 4! γ5 Fαijkl Γ
αijkl +
i
2
γ5Γ
α∂αC(0)
}
θ1 ,
where i, j, k, l index the 6 directions orthogonal to the D3 brane, and
G˜mnp ≡ e−φHmnp + iF ′mnp γ5 , τ˜ = C(0) γ5 + ie−φ . (4.11)
Note that in the kappa–symmetry gauge under consideration the only G3 flux components
which appear in the Dirac Lagrangian are those which have one or three legs in the directions
orthogonal to the D3 brane, while the contributions of the dilaton φ derivative vanishes.
Note also that because of the self–duality of F5 and Γ
m1···m5 there is only the single term
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describing the coupling of the D3–brane fermions to the F5 flux, which has one leg on the
brane. Seemingly differente F5 contributions which appear in the Lagrangian are related by
duality as follows
Fαi1···i4 Γ
αi1···i4 = −2Fαβγij Γαβγij .
By duality, the form of the D3 brane Dirac Lagrangian should be related to the M5 brane
Dirac Lagrangian derived in [8]. Note also that in the chosen duality covariant gauge the
Dirac Lagrangian (4.10) has a simpler form than in the gauge θ2 = 0 imposed in [26, 12, 25].
Moreover, as we shall show in section 6, it is the duality covariant gauge fixing condition
which is compatible with the K3× T 2
Z2
orientifold example which is of particular interest to
us for its phenomenological applications.
To study instanton effects, we should now pass from Minkowski to Euclidean signature.
In the Dirac Lagrangian (4.10) this will basically result in replacing
√−det g with √det g
and the Majorana–Weyl spinor θ1 with a complex Weyl spinor, since the Majorana condition
is absent in 10d Euclidean space. Note that though the Lagrangian becomes complex, the
complex conjugate of θ1 never appears and hence, the number of the fermionic degrees of
freedom over which the path integral is taken remains the same as in space–time of Minkowski
signature, i.e. sixteen.
In what follows we shall consider fluxes
Gmnp ≡ Fmnp − τHmnp (4.12)
that have all legs in the compact 3d complex space, and we will consider the axion–dilaton
τ = C(0)+ie
−φ as a constant that is fixed by fluxes. Under these assumptions the Lagrangian
(4.10) reduces to
LD3f = 2
√
det g θ1
{
e−φΓα∇α + 1
8
G˜αβiΓ
αβi
}
θ1 , (4.13)
where the index i is now transverse to the brane and along the internal manifold. Note
that eq. (4.13) coincides, up to an overall factor, with the D3 brane fermion Lagrangian
calculated in the gauge θ2 = 0 in [12], for the case when all the fluxes except for G˜αβi are
zero (eq. (107) of that paper). When we consider the most general case of non–zero fluxes,
the form of the Dirac Lagrangian in the duality covariant gauge (4.10) however is simpler
and differs in some flux terms from the corresponding Lagrangians in the gauge θ2 = 0 (see
e.g. eqs. (49), (51) and (56) of [12] and eq. (73) of [25] with the worldvolume flux set to
zero). It would be of interest to understand this difference in detail, for instance from the
perspective of brane dynamics and gauge fixing worldvolume diffeomorphisms which should
be compatible with the κ–symmetry gauge choice.
5 Determining the index
We will perform the calculation of the index in two steps. We first solve the Dirac equation
on the covering space of the orientifold and determine the number of zero modes with ap-
propriate sign. We then impose the orientifold condition, which removes some of the modes
from the spectrum.
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5.1 Solving the Dirac equation
The argument in section 2 regarding the possibility of generating a superpotential relies on
the background having N = 1 unbroken supersymmetry in the effective 4d theory. This
means that we should consider only a G3 flux which is (2,1) and primitive, as shown in [29].
Let us review the setup. The D3 brane is wrapped on a 4-cycle C inside the compact-
ified 3-fold/orientifold. The six real dimensions of the internal complex 3–fold include the
directions tangent to the D3, a, b, a, b, and normal to it, z, z. Rotations in z, z form the
SO(2) ∼ U(1) symmetry whose anomaly is under consideration.
The worldvolume spinor has 10d chirality, so the zero modes will be of the form ǫ+4 ⊗ ǫ+6
and ǫ−4 ⊗ ǫ−6 , with the superscripts indicating the 4d and 6d chirality, respectively. We will
omit the 4d factor of the zero mode in the following analysis, with the understanding that
the internal spinors of even and odd chirality are tensored with even and odd 4d spinors,
respectively, which leads to a doubling of the number of solutions.
We define the Clifford vacuum as a state |Ω〉 that satisfies the conditions
Γz|Ω〉 = 0 , Γa|Ω〉 = 0 . (5.1)
All states of fixed chirality in Spin(10) will be divided into states of positive and negative
charge with respect to the normal bundle U(1). The states with positive chirality are
ǫ+ = φ|Ω〉+ φaΓa|Ω〉 + φabΓab|Ω〉 . (5.2)
The states with negative chirality are
ǫ− = φzΓ
z|Ω〉 + φazΓaz|Ω〉 + φzabΓzab|Ω〉 . (5.3)
Note that
G˜(3)|Ω〉 = iG(3)|Ω〉 , G˜(3)Γa¯|Ω〉 = −iG¯(3)Γa¯|Ω〉 . (5.4)
We want to consider the effect of a primitive (2,1) 3-form G3. Let us here consider the
simplest case when the value of the axion-dilaton field is fixed at a constant due to fluxes
(note that in a generic F-theory background, the axion-dilaton field will vary over the internal
manifold). The Dirac equations, obtained from (4.13) and rewritten in terms of (5.2) and
(5.3) are
∂aφ+ 4g
bc∂cφba = 0 , (5.5)
gba∂aφb = 0 , (5.6)
∂[aφb] = 0 , (5.7)
and
∂Aa φz + 4g
bc∂Ac φbaz − i2G¯azbφb = 0 , (5.8)
gab∂Ab φaz + 4iGabzφ
ab = 0 , (5.9)
8
∂A[aφb]z = 0 . (5.10)
On forms which also have a z¯ index, as in [6], we have a covariant derivative ∂
A ≡ ∂ + A
rather than the straight derivative; A is a connection on the line bundle N = K. It plays
no explicit role in the following and we will leave it implicit from now on. The analysis now
proceeds exactly as in [6]. First, in the absence of the flux, by acting with ∂¯ ≡ (dza¯∧)∂¯a¯
and ∂¯† ≡ (gab¯ ι∂
b¯
)∂a
4 on the equations, we see that all forms must be harmonic. A simple
application of Serre duality on the set (5.3) of negative U(1) charge zero modes shows their
number to be equal to that of positive U(1) charge zero modes. We conclude that in the
absence of fluxes and if the orientifold projection is not imposed, the index χD3 vanishes
for brane instantons wrapping 4–cycles in Calabi–Yau manifolds. This is consistent with
the fact that one does not expect the N = 2 supersymmetry (8 supercharges) of type IIB
CY compactifications to be broken by instanton effects. Note that this differs from the
CY 4-fold compactifications of M-theory, which can experience superpotential generation
due to instantons in agreement with the fact that these compactifications only preserve 4
supercharges, i.e. N = 1 supersymmetry (from the perspective of the effective 4d theory).
In the presence of flux, by acting with the harmonic projector H (introduced in [6]) on
the two flux dependent equations (5.8) and (5.9), we conclude that they have solutions only
if the following conditions are satisfied
H(G¯azbφb) = 0 , (5.11)
H(Gabzφab) = 0 . (5.12)
If solutions for φb or φab exist, then the relation
(1−H)(ω) = ∂¯(∂¯†Gω) + ∂¯†(∂¯Gω) (5.13)
with ω = 2iG¯azbφ
b
m or ω = −4iGabzφab and G being the Green operator, can be used to
solve, respectively, the equations (5.8) and (5.9). If we denote solutions to the Dirac equation
by the tuple (φ, φa¯b¯, φa¯z¯, φa¯, φz¯, φa¯b¯z¯)
T , then the space of solutions is spanned by the set




φharm
0
0
0
0
0


,


0
0
φharmaz
0
0
0


,


0
0
0
0
φharmz
0


,


0
0
0
0
0
φharm
abz


,


0
0
0
φ˜a
gab∂b(Gωaz)
1
4
∂¯[a(Gωb]z)


,


0
φ˜ab
∂¯a(Gωz)
0
0
0




,
(5.14)
4Here ι∂b¯ is the contraction with the vector ∂b¯: it acts as ι∂b¯dz¯
a¯1 ∧ . . . dz¯a¯p = p δb¯[a¯1dz¯a¯2 ∧ . . . ∧ dz¯a¯p].
The covariant derivative can be replaced with straight derivatives here because for a Ka¨hler manifold the
Levi–Civita connection is non–vanishing only when all the coefficients are of the same type, as in Γa¯
b¯c¯
. From
∂¯, it drops because of antisymmetrization.
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where ωaz = 2iG¯azbφ˜
b and ωz = −4iGabzφ˜ab. φ˜b and φ˜ab are harmonic forms which in addition
satisfy (5.11) and (5.12) respectively. The F-chirality weight of these zero modes, in the order
presented in equation (5.14), is (+−−−++).
5.2 Orientifolding and the choice of gauge for fixing κ-symmetry
To obtain the Dirac equation in gauge fixed form in section 4, we imposed the gauge (4.3).
Before imposing the orientifold projection, we must ensure that this choice of gauge is com-
patible with the constraint on physical modes which follows from the orientifold projection.
The orientifold action in general is given by (see e.g. [27])
O = (−1)FLΩPσ∗ , O2 = 1 , (5.15)
where ΩP is worldsheet parity and σ is an involution on the CY manifold. On fermions,
(−1)FLΩP acts by exchanging the R−NS and NS −R sector, and in addition multiplying
the NS −R sector by −1. Acting on the fermion doublet introduced above, this operator is
represented by −iσ2, with σi being the usual Pauli matrices. It is useful to compare it with
[28] where the transformations of all the fields are given. Namely, the operation (−1)FLΩP in
(5.15) consists of a combination of two symmetries in [28], one with ±σ3 acting on fermions
and another one with ±σ1, thus giving −σ3×σ1 = −iσ2. We should distinguish between two
types of brane instanton configurations. If the worldvolume of the brane is not left invariant
by σ, this action sends fermions on the brane to fermions on its mirror on the other side
of the orientifold plane. In this case, the orientifold action is taken into account simply by
disregarding the mirror brane. If, on the contrary, the worldvolume is sent to itself by σ, we
have an action σ∗ on the worldvolume fermions. This translates into a constraint satisfied
by the modes that are not projected out by the orientifold action, of the general form
(1− ΓO) θ = 0 . (5.16)
Now, we need to fix a gauge for the κ–symmetry that is compatible with the orientifolding
action. Fixing κ–symmetry gives rise to a constraint,
(1− Γκ), θ = 0 , (5.17)
with Γκ depending on the choice of gauge. These two constraints can be simultaneously
imposed if the projectors commute, i.e.
[ΓO,Γκ] = 0 . (5.18)
In the following section, we will study a number of examples. In all cases, we will find
that the duality covariant gauge chosen in (4.3) is compatible with the orientifolding.
6 Examples
We now determine the index in some examples which have an M–theory lift, and verify
that both the M–theory and the IIB analysis yield the same conclusion with regard to the
possibility of generating a superpotential by brane instantons.
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6.1 The K3× T 2/Z2 orientifold
The K3× T 2
Z2
orientifold can be obtained as a limit of F-theory on K3×K3. It is possible to
turn on a flux that stabilizes the 16 D7 branes which are required for tadpole cancellation
on top of the orientifold planes [5]. We will assume that this choice has been made, so that
our analysis in the previous section, which was performed with a constant axion–dilaton, is
applicable.
On the covering space K3 × T 2 of the orientifold, we will use 1, . . . , 6 to denote real
internal directions and 1, 1, . . . , 3, 3 to denote complex internal directions, where the first 4
coordinates are in theK3 direction, and the last 2 are in T 2. The involution σ in our example
acts on both directions (x5, x6) of the T 2 as reflection, i.e. σ : (x5, x6)→ (−x5,−x6).
We will consider three types of D3 brane instanton configurations: on top of an O7 plane,
parallel to it, or intersecting it along one complex dimension.
• We first consider the case when the D3 brane is on top of an O7 plane, i.e. is wrapping
the K3, and is at a fixed point of the orientifold action in the T 2 directions. In terms of
the local coordinates introduced above, this implies that the world volume directions
a, b coincide with the 1, 2 direction, while the normal direction z is in the 3 direction.
Let us look at the action of σ on the fermions. The reflection in the 5 and 6 direction
is represented on spinors by σ∗ǫ(x) = γ56ǫ(σ(x)). But, due to the results of the
previous section, we are only interested in harmonic forms. In the current example, it
so happens that the coefficients are always even under σ, hence we can retain only the
multiplication by γ56. Since we are mapping fermions to forms on the brane via
φa¯1...a¯ndz¯
a¯1 ∧ . . . ∧ dz¯a¯n ↔ φa¯1...a¯nγa¯1 · · · γa¯n |Ω〉 , (6.1)
we can also read off the action of σ∗ on fermions by the action of the pullback on forms:
for branes wrapping the K3 and coincident with one of the orientifold planes, we see
that σ∗ acts with a sign on sections of the normal bundle. This of course coincides
with the action given by multiplication of spinors by γ56.
As explained in subsection (5.2), we need to fix a gauge for the κ symmetry that is
compatible with the orientifolding action. We first check that the simple gauge θ2 = 0
is not compatible with orientifolding in our model. The gauge-fixing condition θ2 = 0
can also be written in the form
(1− σ3)θ = 0 . (6.2)
The orientifold projection would require that
(1− iσ2σ∗)θ = 0 . (6.3)
Thus we have two projectors (1 − Γκ) and (1 − ΓO7), with Γκ = σ3 and ΓO7 = iσ2σ∗,
where σ∗ commutes with σ2. They are anticommuting, and therefore incompatible.
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Next, we consider the gauge-fixing condition for the spinor on the brane which we used
in Section 3 to derive the Dirac operator (see eqs. (4.3), (4.7)–(4.9)), namely
(1− σ2γ5)θ = 0 , (6.4)
where γ5 is the product of 4 gamma-matrices on the brane. In the case of the brane
wrapping the K3 that we are considering, these directions are 1234. The gauge fixing
condition is hence explicitly given by
(1− σ2γ1234)θ = 0 . (6.5)
Now Γκ = σ2γ
1234 and ΓO7 = iσ2σ
∗, where [σ∗, γ1234] = [γ56, γ1234] = 0. These two
projectors commute. Hence, this gauge is consistent with orientifolding.
To perform our zero mode count, it is convenient to rewrite ΓO7 and Γκ in terms of
local complex coordinates,
(1− Γκ)θ = (1− σ2γ1122)θ = 0 , (6.6)
(1− ΓO7)θ = (1− σ2γ33)θ = 0 . (6.7)
Together these conditions imply that
(1− γ112233)θ = 0 , (6.8)
which means that both θ1 and θ2 are positive chirality spinors in the 6-dimensional
compact space and due to chirality in 10d they are also chiral in R4. The zero modes
with positive U(1) charge, that survive this projection are the 2h0,0 modes φ|Ω〉, and
the 2h0,2 modes φabΓ
ab|Ω〉 . The modes with negative U(1) charge are the 2h0,1 modes
φazΓ
az|Ω〉 . Since the D3 brane is wrapping K3 in this example, which has h0,1 = 0,
the latter modes are absent. Thus without flux contribution the result for the index is
1
2
(N+ −N−) = (h0,0 + h0,2) = 2 . (6.9)
This is in agreement with the index derived in the M-theory lift of this setup. In
M-theory we are using the divisor D which is a product of K31 and a P
1 in a singular
elliptical fiber of K32. The holomorphic characteristic of this divisor is χD = χK3×P1 =
χ
K3
= 2. This hence excludes the possibility of a flux induced superpotential.
We now add a three–form flux which preserves half of the supercharges and fixes the
complex moduli in such a way that the D7s are on top of the O7s. This has been
shown to be possible in [5] in the M–theory picture. In the IIB picture, at this point
in the moduli space the flux has the form
G3 = cΩ ∧ dz , (6.10)
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where c is a constant and Ω is the holomorphic 2-form on K3 at this point. 5. We can
now see that the condition
H(Gabzφab) = 0 (6.11)
forces φab = 0, for the following reason. The form φ
ab on K3 is proportional to Ω. Thus
we have to contract the flux with Ω and we are left with just a harmonic form, so H
acts trivially on it. This cuts 2h0,2 zero modes from the spectrum, changing the index
to
χ
D3
(G) = h0,0 = 1 . (6.12)
Again, this result reproduces the M-theory analysis in the presence of a primitive (2,2)
flux, and allows us to conclude that instanton corrections to the superpotential for the
modulus which contains the volume of K3 are now possible.
• When the brane is not on top of one of the orientifold planes but only parallel, there
are a few changes. First of all, even though the gauge–fixing condition is still (6.6),
the orientifold action can be disregarded, since it relates fermions on the brane to
fermions on a mirror brane. Hence, in the absence of fluxes no modes are cut, and we
are left with 2× (h0,0 + h0,1 + h0,2) modes both with positive and negative sign. This
gives the index χD3 = 0. This is again consistent with the M–theory dual: the elliptic
fibration reduces on the D3 brane to a product, and the M5 dual is thus K3×T 2, which
has vanishing holomorphic characteristic. Finally, when we add the flux, the relevant
equation is again (6.11), since in this case there are no φa¯, as h
0,1(K3) = 0; as above,
the flux is covariantly constant, so the harmonic projector H acts as the identity and
all the φa¯b¯ are cut. However, this time we still have the modes φz¯ and φa¯b¯z¯. The index
then becomes
1
2
(N+ −N−) = (h0,0 − h0,0 − h0,2) = −1 (6.13)
which is not compatible with superpotential generation.
• We finally consider a D3 brane wrapping a P1 in the K3 and the T 2. In this case, the
worldvolume of the D3 brane intersects an O7 locus along one complex dimension. The
worldvolume directions a, b are now along 2, 3, while the normal direction z is along 1.
By (6.1), the action of σ∗ on spinors living on branes wrapping T 2 is governed by the
action of σ∗ on H(T 2). Clearly, elements of H0(T 2) and H2(T 2) are even under this
action, while elements of H1(T 2) are odd, thus reproducing once again that σ∗ acts on
spinors via multiplication by γ56. The conclusion reached above that the κ–symmetry
gauge θ2 = 0 is not compatible with orientifolding hence applies here as well. The
duality covariant gauge for the present brane instanton configuration reads
(1− σ2γ1256)θ = 0 . (6.14)
With Γκ = σ2γ
1256 and ΓO7 = iσ2σ
∗ and [σ∗, γ1256] = [γ56, γ1256] = 0, we conclude that
the two projectors commute. We see that the duality covariant gauge is compatible
with orientifolding for this configuration as well.
5This choice of flux also stabilizes the axion-dilaton and other moduli in this model[10, 11].
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The gauge-fixing condition on the brane here reads
(1− σ2γ2233) θ = 0 . (6.15)
The orientifold condition requires
(1− σ2γ33) θ = 0 . (6.16)
Together these conditions imply that
(1− γ22) θ = 0 . (6.17)
The zero modes that survive this projection are the 2h0,0(P1 × T 2) = 2 states from
φ|Ω〉 and the 2h0,1(T 2) = 2 states from φ3|Ω〉 of a positive U(1) charge, as well as
2h0,2(P1 × T 2) = 0 modes from φz|Ω〉 and 2h0,1(P1) = 0 modes from φ3z|Ω〉 of a
negative U(1) charge, where we have used Serre duality to count the number of the
negative U(1) charge modes. As a result, in the absence of fluxes the index is
1
2
(N+ −N−) = 2 . (6.18)
Note that the M-theory lift of this divisor is the same as in the previous example,
D = K3× P1, and χD = 2.
In the presence of flux, the 1-form φ3 must satisfy the additional constraint (5.11)
H(G¯123φ3) = 0 . (6.19)
Since the argument of the projector is a multiple of the (0, 2) form of the K3, the
only solution of this constraint is φ3 = 0. Thus, when the flux is turned on only
the two zero modes from φ|Ω〉 survive yielding the index χ = 1. As in the M-theory
analysis, the conclusion is that in the presence of the flux the instantons can generate
a superpotential also in this case.
6.2 D3-branes on general Fano manifolds
We can now generalize the K3× T 2
Z2
example, by considering the base manifold of the ellip-
tically fibered F-theory fourfold to be an arbitrary Fano manifold.6
A general elliptic fibration is described by the usual Weierstrass equation describing an
elliptic curve, y2 = x3 + fx + g, but where f and g are let vary over a base manifold B.
For consistency of the equation, it turns out that f and g must be sections of L4 and L6
respectively, where L is a line bundle over B. If we want the total space of the fibration to
be a Calabi–Yau, we have to take L = K−1, the inverse of the canonical line bundle of B.
The axion–dilaton is, in general, determined by f and g through j(τ) = 24
1+(33g2)/(22f3)
, where
6By definition, Fano manifolds have positive anticanonical bundle. This condition will come into play
below equation (6.20).
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j(τ) is a certain known function. In general, τ will vary and will be outside perturbative
control over some region of the base; but we can also make it to be constant if we choose f
and g appropriately. Since τ only depends on the ratio g2/f 3, if this ratio is constant so is
τ . This can be solved by taking
f = aq2 , g = bq3 , (6.20)
with a and b being some constants and q being a section of K−2. If B is a Fano manifold,
by definition K−1 is positive and hence has holomorphic sections, as does K−2. We will call
C the zero locus of q.
All this is essentially a generalization of the example B = T
2
Z2
= P1 considered in [34]
and (taking the product with a spectator K3) in section 6.1. There, K−1 has degree 2, so
K−2 has degree 4. Thus q has 4 zeros. The monodromy argument of [34] tells us that on
each of these 4 zeros there is an O7 and four D7s. This is consistent with the fact that the
axion–dilaton is constant, since the tadpole is canceled locally. The monodromy argument
is local and also goes through for a general Fano B, going around the zero locus of q. So on
this zero locus there is an O7 with 4 D7s, once again. The manifold B′ whose Z2 quotient
gives B (the generalization of T 2 in the P1 example above) can be described as in [35] as
a double (branched) covering of B by the equation ξ2 = q; the B′ thus described is also a
Calabi–Yau.
We now want to put a D3 on top of the zero locus of q (or of one of its components, if it
has more). The analysis of the first case in section 6.1 goes through, and we repeat it here.
First of all, the gauge fixing and the orientifold projection look locally around the brane like
(6.6) and (6.7). Then we can once again combine them to get a condition (6.8). This says
that θi have positive internal chirality. This leaves us with only the modes φ, φa¯b¯ (to be
counted with + sign) and φa¯z¯, which can be dualized to a φ˜b¯ (to be counted with a sign -).
So in this case the index is
χD3 = h
0,0 − h0,1 + h0,2 , (6.21)
which just happens to be the holomorphic χ of the zero locus C.
Before turning on the flux, we can check that this index coincides with the one in M–
theory. The locus C on which the D3 brane is sitting is exactly where the elliptic fibration
gets singular. The blow–up of this singularity gives a chain of P1’s intersecting in points.
The dual of the D3 in M–theory is then wrapping one of these P1 along the fibre, and C
along the base. The holomorphic characteristic of this lift is then
χM5 = χ(P
1)× χD3 = χD3 (6.22)
(since χ(P1) = 1).
When we add a flux, we are led again to consider the equations of section 5. The only
difference is that now some of the modes are not there because they have been projected
away. We are now left with the sole condition H(Gabz¯φab) = 0, which determines whether
or not the mode φa¯b¯ is lifted. This of course has to be determined case by case, but we can
once again check consistency with the M–theory picture. Indeed, the M–theory dual of F
and H is FM−theory = G ∧ dζ¯, where ζ is the holomorphic coordinate on the fibre, as follows
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from supersymmetry. Using this, the condition H(Gabz¯φab) = 0 is dual in M–theory to the
condition
H(Fabc¯z¯φab) = 0 , (6.23)
which is just the condition obtained in [6].
As a final comment, we can also consider the case in which the D3 brane sits on a locus
D which never intersects C, generalizing the second brane instanton configuration of section
6.1. In that case, the orientifold projection only relates the D3 to a mirror D3, and it does
not cut any of the modes. Thus the index is clearly zero. On the other hand, the elliptic
fibration is never degenerating on C, since the D3 never intersects the degenerating locus
C. So the dual M5 is a non–singular T 2 fibration over C, and its holomorphic characteristic
gives χM5 = χ(T
2)× χD3 = 0 (since χ(T 2) = 0). So the two indices agree once again.
One might wonder whether a generalization of the third brane instanton configuration
of section 6.1 is also possible. One could consider a case in which the D3 brane locus D
has a non–zero intersection with the O7/D7 locus C. It is certainly possible to compute the
holomorphic characteristic of the dual M5 (for example as in [4]), but a general computation
is much less clear in the type IIB setting. It would be interesting to explore this class of
examples, and compare them with its M–theory dual.
6.3 The case T 6/Z2
Finally, we will briefly discuss an example with O3 rather than O7 orientifold planes, and
see how it also fits into our analysis. Let us consider an orientifold defined by ΩP (−1)FLσ∗,
where σ is now the reflection of all the coordinates of T 6. This configuration involves 64
O3 planes. We can consider two types of D3 brane instanton configurations: a D3 brane on
top of an O3 plane, or away from it. In the first case, the orientifold projection keeps only
modes that satisfy the constraint
(1− iσ2γx1y1x2y2x3y3)θ ≡ (1− Γ1)θ = 0 . (6.24)
As in the K3× T 2
Z2
example, there would also be an action of σ on the argument of the spinor,
but since we are dealing here with harmonic forms only (for which the coefficients are all
constant in this case, and in particular even), we can disregard the argument altogether. On
the other hand, when the D3 brane is not on top of one of the O3 planes, the worldvolume
of the brane is sent to its mirror by σ, and the orientifold projection can be disregarded.
Now let’s consider the question of choosing a gauge for κ–symmetry compatible with the
constraint (6.24). θ2 = 0 is not compatible with this constraint: as before, we can write this
choice of gauge as (1− σ3)θ = 0; since Γ1 involves σ2, the constraint θ2 = 0 clearly does not
commute with the orientifold constraint (6.24).
Next, we consider the duality covariant gauge-fixing condition for the spinor on the brane
of the form
(1− σ2γ5)θ ≡ (1− ΓO3)θ = 0 . (6.25)
Recall that γ5 is the product of the 4 gamma-matrices on the brane. Since [Γκ,ΓO3] = 0,
this gauge is once again the one that is consistent with orientifolding.
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Together, (6.25) and (6.24) give
(1− γzz)θ = 0 . (6.26)
This cuts all states in ǫ−. The total number of zero modes is now only 2×(h0,0+h0,1+h0,2) =
2(1 + 2 + 1) = 8 and the index is equal to 4.
We can compare this 4 with the M–theory dual T 8/Z2 [36]. The dual M5 wraps a T
2/Z2
locus. The holomorphic characteristic of this orbifold is simply h0,0 + h2,0 = 4 (since odd
cohomology is projected out by the Z2 action).
Let us now add the flux. For the model of T
6
Z2
the flux which preserves N = 1 supersym-
metry (but not larger) is of the form [37]
G3 ∼ dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 + dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz1 + dz3 ∧ dz1 ∧ dz2 , (6.27)
where zi = xi + iyi. This is once again covariantly constant, so in the conditions (5.11)
and (5.12) the contraction of the modes φa¯b¯ and φa¯ with G is automatically harmonic. This
means that h0,1 and h0,2 are cut. Hence we are left with 2h0,0 = 2 positive chirality zero
modes. The index equals 1, and we have instanton corrections.
Finally, let us consider the case in which no orientifold plane meets the brane, a case which
has been considered recently in [12]. The orientifold projector can now be disregarded. Before
introducing the flux, we have the modes φ, φa¯, φa¯b¯ and φz¯, φa¯z¯, φa¯b¯z¯, which exactly cancel each
other, leaving the index 0. In the presence of fluxes, the relevant equations are now (5.11)
and (5.12). Since the flux (6.27) is covariantly constant, as in the cases above the harmonic
projector H acts as the identity, and all the modes φa¯ and φa¯b¯ are lifted. This leaves us with
the index
χD3 = h
0,0 − h0,0 − h0,1 − h0,2 = −2− 1 = −3 (6.28)
which is incompatible with superpotential generation and agrees with the results of [12].
7 Discussion
In this paper we have demonstrated that the coupling of worldvolume fermions to fluxes
opens up the possibility of having instanton corrections to the superpotential from Euclidean
D3 branes in cases where such corrections were ruled out in the absence of flux. We have
introduced an index for the Dirac operator on the D3 brane,
χ
D3
=
1
2
(N+ −N−) , (7.1)
where N± is the number of fermionic zero modes having a U(1) charge ±12 in the normal
direction. We argue that 1
2
(N+ − N−) must be equal to 1 to allow instanton corrections
to the superpotential. In the presence of fluxes, the counting of the fermionic zero modes
weighted with the U(1) charge may be modified, compared to the cases without fluxes, as
we have shown in some interesting examples.
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In particular, in type IIB string theory compactified on a K3 × T 2/Z2 orientifold, it
is possible to have instanton corrections to the superpotential for the D3 brane wrapped
on K3 at the orientifold locus as well as on P1 × T 2/Z2 with P1 being a curve in the K3.
This is in agreement with the corresponding results in M-theory established in [6]. In the
presence of such contributions to the superpotential, the stabilization of all moduli in type
IIB string theory compactified on a K3 × T 2/Z2 orientifold is within reach, and in fact has
been achieved from the perspective of M-theory compactified on K3×K3 in [30] and in its
F–theory dual.
For cosmological applications, it is interesting to add D3 branes extended along the
physical non-compact directions to the mix. In the tree–level analysis, the positions of the
D7 branes are generically fixed by the flux, whereas the positions of the D3 branes remain
unfixed moduli as long as no two–form along the D7 worldvolume is introduced. The D3
brane positions in T 2/Z2 belong to vector multiplets and the positions in K3 belong to
hypermultiplets. In the model of [9, 33] the distance between the D3 and D7 branes serves
as the inflaton. This model has the attractive feature that instead of having to fine-tune
the inflaton potential, its flatness arises due to a dynamical mechanism, namely the slightly
broken shift symmetry [33, 9] in the inflaton direction due to a not-self-dual 2-form flux
on the D7 branes. In the presence of 2-form flux on the D7s the cosmological system has 2
stages of evolution, one in a locally stable de Sitter valley with almost flat directions when the
D3 is far from the D7s, and the second stage when the absolute minimum of the potential
is reached, when both the D7s and the D3 are stabilized and the D-flatness condition is
restored. In many recent studies of flux vacua this feature of cosmological D-term inflation
model has not been appreciated yet and included in the analysis. Other features of the
model include a well understood exit from the inflation stage with reheating and the value
of the tilt of the spectrum ns = 0.98 which is the central value of the current data.
While Ka¨hler moduli and D3 brane positions enter the action in different ways7, one can
ask the question whether the latter are also lifted in the presence of brane instantons. For
example, dependence on these positions could arise in the determinant prefactor, as argued
in [31] in the absence of fluxes, and in [32], whose underlying assumption is that the duality
between K3 × K3 and type II on a Calabi–Yau is still valid in the presence of fluxes. In
the related context of gaugino condensation giving rise to superpotentials, [39] argue for
a dependence on D3 brane positions arising due to threshold corrections. More work is
required to clarify the status of D3 brane positions in the context of the model presented in
our paper, with instanton corrections rather than gaugino condensation giving rise to Ka¨hler
moduli dependence in the superpotential.
If the mobility of D3 branes in the de Sitter valley when far from the D7s survives
instanton corrections, string cosmology will receive a significant boost. This will constitute
the last step in deriving D–term inflation [41] with its various attractive phenomenological
7Ka¨hler moduli are given by volumes of various 4-cycles in the K3×T 2/Z2 orientifold, and as such appear
in the classical action of brane instantons. Instanton corrections to the superpotential hence give rise to a
dependence of the form ∼ e−ρ, with ρ indicating a generic Ka¨hler modulus. In contrast, the positions of
D3 branes enter more delicately in the theory, e.g. determining the masses of modes of strings stretching
between D3 and D7 branes.
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features from string theory.
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A Conventions and definitions
We denote (Lorenzian) worldvolume indices by α = 0, 1, 2, 3 and (Lorenzian) target space
indices by m = 0, 1, 2, · · · , 9. The corresponding flat indices are underlined. The ten-
dimensional chiral operator is Γ11 = Γ0···9 with (Γ11)
2 = 1.
The matrix ΓD3 of the kappa–symmetry projector is defined by
ΓD3 = e
−a/2 σ2γ5 e
+a/2 , (A.1)
with a(F) some function of F [18] and γ5 = iγ0123 , (γ5)2 = 1 8. In the absence of
worldvolume flux, i.e. Fαβ = 0, we have a = 0 and the expression for ΓD3 reduces to
ΓD3 = σ2 γ5 . (A.2)
The gravitino and dilatino supersymmetry rules are given by δǫψm = δψmǫ and δǫλ = δλǫ
where ǫ is a doublet of 10d chiral spinors and
δψm = δψ
NS
m + δψ
RR
m , δλ = δλ
NS + δλRR , (A.3)
with
δψNSm = ∇m +
1
4 · 2!Hmnp Γ˜
npσ3 , (A.4)
δψRRm =
1
8
eφ
[− FnΓ˜n(iσ2) + 1
3!
F ′npqΓ˜
npqσ1 +
1
2 · 5!FnpqrtΓ˜
npqrt(iσ2)
]
Γm , (A.5)
δλNS =
1
2
(
Γm∂mφ+
1
2 · 3!HmnpΓ
mnpσ3
)
, (A.6)
δλRR = −1
2
eφ
[− FmΓm(iσ2) + 1
2 · 3!F
′
mnpΓ
mnpσ1
]
, (A.7)
8For the passage from Minkowski to Euclidean space it is important to remember that in Euclidean space
γ5 with (γ5)
2 = 1 is defined as γ5 = γ1234 and hence is the same as γ5 in Minkowski space since γ4 = −iγ0.
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where ∇m = ∂m + 14ΩmnpΓ˜np is the covariant derivative. The different curvatures appearing
in the supersymmetry rules are defined by H(3) = dB(2), F(3) = dC(2) and
F(1) = dC(0) , F
′
(3) = F(3) − C(0)H(3) , F(5) = dC(4) +H(3) ∧ C(2) . (A.8)
Note that in eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) we put tilde on antisymmetric combinations of 16× 16
gamma–matrices to indicate that they carry the chiral spinor indices opposite to those in
eqs. (4.5) and (4.6). This distinction is important because e.g. Γ˜m1···m5 are anti–self–dual
while Γm1···m5 are self–dual.
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